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Abstract
Prior consultation is an increasingly accepted instrument internationally for guaranteeing the rights of indigenous peoples. Conceived of theoretically as a means for conflict resolution, in practice it lies at the heart of social conflicts all over Latin America. Using concepts from the “contentious politics” approach, we take a closer look at Peru – where indigenous mobilizations would lead to the only Latin American consultation law enacted to date. We also critically analyze the content and formulation of its regulating norm. We argue that this new legislation will not help to turn such consultations into a tool for conflict resolution as long as the normative framework itself is contested and the necessary basic conditions are not in place. The most important conditions that we identify for implementing effective prior consultation are impartial state institutions capable of justly balancing the diverse interests at stake, measures that reduce power asymmetries within consultations, and joint decision-making processes with binding agreements.
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1 Introduction

The participation of indigenous peoples and local communities in the crafting of planned legislative and administrative measures liable to affect them has in the past two decades emerged as a widely accepted principle among organizations and governments around the globe.1 Many legal norms and guidelines have been adopted on prior consultations in the domains of resource governance and development planning by international finance institutions like the World Bank and the Inter-American Development Bank, by associations of extractive industries and by the United Nations. The right to prior consultation is part of the in-

1 We would like to thank Mariana Llanos and Maria Therese Gustafsson for their very helpful comments on an earlier version of this paper.
ternational human rights instruments that have been created with concern to indigenous peoples (Morris and Rodríguez Garavito 2009). This right is of particular importance in Latin America, a region where to date 15 countries have ratified International Labour Organization Convention 169 (hereafter ILO C169) on the rights of indigenous peoples and tribal populations. One of its core elements is the state’s duty to consult with indigenous peoples and communities whenever measures are planned that would impact upon them. The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (hereafter UNDRIP) has even stipulated that the state should seek their free, prior and informed consent (FPIC).

Prior consultation is frequently understood as being a tool for conflict prevention and resolution. By taking up the fears and needs of local populations, finding joint solutions and complementing expert knowledge with the insights of affected groups, it is expected that more democratic, peaceful and sustainable solutions will come about (see Barstow and Bagrow 2008; Laplante and Spears 2008; United Nations Interagency Framework Team for Preventive Action 2010). Despite the apparently widespread consensus over prior consultation in principle, the concrete definition of the actual procedure itself remains contested. Interpretations of it are thus very heterogeneous, and sometimes even contradictory. They range from the very feeble procedural versions that see prior consultation as the guarantor of due process and of freedom of contract rights, to the strong substantive versions that emphasize the procedure’s function in protecting indigenous peoples’ rights to self-determination and territorial control (see Rodríguez Garavito 2011; Szabłowski 2010). The weak versions focus on the right to be informed, to participate and to be able to freely express one’s opinion, but ultimately ascribe decision-making power to the lead state entity or corporation. The strong versions generally use the term “FPIC” rather than “prior consultation” – thus, implying that the consulted groups hold the real decision-making power.

Competing ideas about how to design and implement prior consultations collide in contemporary Latin American politics, particularly in the context of the ongoing expansion of extractive industries in the region. Socioenvironmental conflicts have consequently flourished, and therein the right to prior consultation or to FPIC has frequently played a crucial role (see Bebbington 2012; DPLF 2011; Fulmer, Snodgrass Godoy and Neff 2008; Haarstad 2012; Laplante and Spears 2008). The current struggles reveal that the consultation procedure in Latin America has yet to be satisfactorily institutionalized. Secondary legislation that should regulate how this fundamental right is put into practice is still scarce. The United Nations Special Rapporteur on the rights of indigenous peoples, James Anaya, stated that the consultation legislation should itself be the result of meaningful consultation (cited in Alorda 2011: 10). These dialogues about how the right to consultation should be institutionalized can be classified as “meta-consultations,” analogous to John Dryzek’s concept of “meta-deliberations”2 (2010: 12). These participatory processes, as well as the norms resulting from

---

2 Dryzek defines a meta-deliberation as “deliberation about how the deliberative system itself should be organized” (2010: 12).
them, need to enjoy a high degree of legitimacy for the implementation of effective prior consultations to be made possible. They can only be effective (i.e. successful in preventing or resolving conflicts) when they provide spaces in which disputes can be constructively discussed and peacefully settled.³

The Peruvian government, since the coming into force of ILO C169 in 1995, has been repeatedly criticized by both national and international human rights organizations for the absence of adequate legislation on, and the lack of implementation of, prior consultation with indigenous peoples.⁴ In the past few years this failure has stood at the center of the violent conflicts occurring in the country, especially those concerning land and resource rights – among them the tragic confrontations in Bagua in 2009, which led to the death of 33 people. Against this backdrop, Peru’s President Ollanta Humala promulgated the Law on Prior Consultation in September 2011 – the only such legislation enacted in Latin America to date. After the promulgation, a prior consultation on its regulating norm was carried out – a process that can be seen as an example of future consultation practices in the country as per the new law. However, both the law and its regulating norm are highly contested regarding their formulation and content; thus, their legitimacy is currently low.

President Humala announced that the new legislation would give voice to the needs of the indigenous communities of the country and thus contribute to greater social harmony. Yet the current trend actually points in the opposite direction: social conflicts in Peru increased in number from 217 in June 2011 to 247 in June 2012, the majority of which were classified as socioenvironmental conflicts related to the mining sector (Defensoría del Pueblo del Perú 2011, 2012). In 105 (43 percent) of these conflicts, incidents of violence were registered (Defensoría del Pueblo del Perú 2012: 5). This article argues that the new legislation on consultations will neither be able to diffuse existing violent social conflicts nor prevent new ones from occurring as long as the normative framework itself is contested and the necessary basic conditions are not in place. We believe, instead, that the implementation of effective consultations will be hindered by recurring disputes about the procedure itself. Based on our analysis – largely inspired by concepts from Tilly and Tarrow (2007), Tilly (2008) and Tarrow (2011) – of the contentious politics that led to the adoption of the consultation law and the contestations that emerged concerning its regulating norm, we identify the three basic conditions currently lacking that would be crucial for the effective implementation of prior consultations:

1) impartial state institutions capable of justly balancing between diverse interest groups,
2) measures that reduce power asymmetries within consultations, and
3) joint decision-making processes with binding agreements.

---

³ When speaking about conflict prevention or resolution we are referring specifically to violent conflicts, as we do not perceive conflicts to be negative per se. Rather, we assume that conflicts and contestations also hold the creative potential to make grievances visible and can lead to important societal changes (see Bebbington 2012).

⁴ In the Peruvian context we use the term “indigenous” in an inclusive manner, comprising Andean, Amazonian peasant and indigenous populations. Besides these groups, the right to prior consultation in Peru also applies to Afro-Peruvian communities.
While our case study on Peru is particularly revealing as regards the exploration of contestations about the design and implementation of prior consultation, we assume that our findings are also of relevance beyond the country’s frontiers – as many other countries in the region are currently in the process of crafting legislation concerning such consultation.

We base our analysis on data collected during various field research trips to Peru undertaken between October 2010 and February 2012. The data originates from semi-structured interviews held with state and indigenous representatives, Peruvian scholars and representatives of nongovernmental organizations; participant observation during the consultation process on the regulating norm of the consultation law; the collection of draft proposals for both this law and its regulating norm; and related statements from a wide range of both public and private actors.

2 The Long and Rocky Road towards the Adoption of Peru’s Consultation Legislation

In September 2011, Peru’s newly elected left-wing and nationalist president, Ollanta Humala, promulgated the consultation law. This act was celebrated in a public ceremony – graced by indigenous representatives and adorned with their symbols – in the city of Bagua, where the aforementioned violent clashes had occurred in 2009. With this spectacle the new government wanted to demonstrate its break with the neoliberal political agenda that had been enhanced by its antecessor, Alan García, whose ideology and practices had been characterized by open disrespect for indigenous peoples’ rights. The law had been unanimously passed by Congress, and was initially carried by a wide consensus – including all national indigenous organizations and leading Peruvian nongovernmental organizations.

We argue that for a fuller understanding of the current and future developments concerning the conflicts between indigenous peoples and the Peruvian state, it is not enough to limit one’s analysis to the form and content of the new consultation legislation. Rather, we advocate paying attention to both its procedural and substantive dimensions. In order to grasp the social meaning, as well as the reasons for the acceptance of these norms, we look at the history of indigenous participation in the respective contestations. In the following section we will thus summarize this process, beginning from the rising indigenous protests experienced under García’s rule (2006–2011) and continuing up to the adoption of the Peruvian legislation on prior consultation in September 2011. According to the Peruvian government, the consultation law and its regulating norm were successfully consulted, whereas most of the indigenous organizations, in contrast, perceive them as being illegitimate.

From Rising Protests…

Indigenous protests emerged shortly after President García took office in 2006. The president implemented neoliberal policies and privatization programs in order to attract foreign investment and so as to promote the further expansion of the extractive and agricultural indus-
tries, especially in the Amazon region. Many new mining and oil concessions would, as a result, overlap with indigenous territories. In this context, conflicts between local communities/local governments, the central government and corporations flourished. While the monitoring system overseen by the Peruvian ombudsperson registered 80 social conflicts in June 2006 (Defensoría del Pueblo del Perú 2006), five years later 217 conflicts were reported – with 118 of the latter being characterized as socioenvironmental in nature (Defensoría del Pueblo del Perú 2011). Amazonian and Andean communities likewise increasingly mobilized against the environmental pollution experienced as a consequence of the increased presence of extractive industries, as well as to agitate for more effective models of benefit-sharing and for playing a decision-making role in measures that affected them (Arellano Yanguas 2011a; Echave et al. 2009; Bebbington and Humphreys Bebbington 2010).

Massive conflicts arose after President García used temporal legal competences to adapt Peru’s legislation to the Free Trade Agreement concluded with the USA (effective from 2007). He passed nearly one hundred legislative decrees in 2008 without prior consultation, some of which included earlier draft laws that had been vetoed in Congress. In August 2008, indigenous organizations and local communities, supported by human rights and environmental organizations, mobilized against the decrees by blockading economically important streets, waterways and oil pipelines throughout the Peruvian Amazon. The main focus of the protesters became the revision and derogation of eleven decrees that directly affected their livelihoods. The government consequently declared a state of emergency in several districts of the Amazon. An escalation of the conflict would only be avoided as a result of the intervention of the Peruvian ombudsperson (Defensoría del Pueblo del Perú 19 August 2008), an important actor throughout the whole process, which led Congress to rescind two of the contested decrees on 22 August 2008.

As a strategy designed to delegitimize his critics, President García accused local media, nongovernmental organizations and “leftist powers” of having instigated the protests. He declared that everyone who opposed the decrees wanted the Peruvian nation to live in poverty (SAIPE 2009: 6). In April 2009 a second nationwide strike began as a result of the government’s decision to postpone the revision of the remaining contested decrees, despite a report having been issued by Congress that recommended their derogation (DAR 2009: 6, 12). After a month of blockades, the government again declared a state of emergency in various Amazonian districts. The conflict escalated on 5 June 2009 when the national police force crushed a peaceful street blockade by approximately 3,000 protesters near the city of Bagua. In the days that followed, 23 policemen were killed by furious protesters. In total, the Baguaazo left at least 33 people dead, 200 injured and 83 under arrest (Defensoría del Pueblo del Perú 2 July 2009).

5 The amount of Peruvian Amazonian territory covered by hydrocarbon blocks increased from 9 percent in 2004 to 59 percent in 2009 (Sevillano Arévalo 2010: 19). Moreover, more than half of all peasant communities in Peru are estimated to currently be affected by mining activities (Bebbington and Williams 2008: 190).
In contrast to his intentions, the aggressive discourse of President García regarding these occurrences actually resulted in increasing public solidarity with the indigenous protests. In June, a new strike announced by the national Amazonian organization AIDESEP6 gained widespread support among the Peruvian people. Subsequently, in Lima more than ten thousand protesters demanded the investigation of the events in Bagua and the establishment of political liabilities (Villar Campos 2009). Thus, the mobilizations escalated as a result of the engagement of new actors as well as their increasing geographic range. The ability of the Amazonian indigenous organizations to build alliances and the sustained campaigns against the neoliberal politics of García’s government at least temporarily strengthened the historically weak indigenous movement in Peru (see Van Cott 2005; Yashar 2006). Partly due to the alliances formed with the Amazonian organizations, the Andean movements increasingly fuelled their self-recognition as “indigenous”7 and thus jointly struggled for the enshrinement of their rights as indigenous peoples. The indigenous organizations were also able to establish new networks with trade unions and the political opposition as well as with both national and international human rights and environmental organizations; this provided them with ample organizational resources as well as expertise in legal matters.

On 11 June 2009, the National Coordination Group for the Development of Amazonian peoples (GNCDPA) was created in order to institutionalize a dialogue space, as previously stipulated by the Peruvian ombudsperson and James Anaya. The Baguazo had not only drawn national attention to indigenous issues but had also led to severe international criticism from bodies such as the United Nations. In general, at various stages during these contentious episodes, the process of certification – which occurs when a recognized external authority supports the claims of a political actor (Tilly and Tarrow 2007: 75) – played a crucial role in strengthening the indigenous movement’s demand for the implementation of the right to prior consultation.

President García would finally admit that the government had committed errors by having adopted the decrees without prior consultation and in its handling of the Baguazo (Rosales and Dongo 2009). A day later, on 18 June 2009, Congress revoked two more of the contested decrees – one of them being Decree 1090, which had enacted a contested new forestry and wildlife law. The state of emergency was lifted and blockades ended.

*...To Negotiations...*

With the end of this acute conflict a dialogue phase between the government and indigenous organizations thus began. The GNCDPA had its first session on 22 June 2009 and formed four thematic working groups. The task of Mesa 3 (Working Group 3) was to elaborate a draft law on prior consultation. Its basis was the law proposal that had been presented by the ombudsperson on 6 July 2009.

---

6 The Interethnic Association for the Development of the Peruvian Amazon (AIDESEP) was formed in 1980.

7 Tarrow and Tilly define the process of an identity shift as the “formation of new identities within challenging groups whose coordinated action brings them together and reveals their commonalities” (2007: 34).
The law proposal jointly presented by the AIDESEP and the CONAP\(^8\) expanded on the original version, increasing from 30 to 42 articles. Although the final document of Mesa 3, adopted on 3 December 2009, included some substantial agreements, it also highlighted 29 issues on which no consent had been reached between indigenous and government representatives (GNCDPA 3 December 2009: 55). The indigenous organizations opposed the explicit prohibition of their veto right and demanded that the law should clearly stipulate that so-called “national interests” must not be used as a premise for invalidating the right to consultation. They also wanted to adopt more inclusive definitions of indigenous peoples, to define “affectation” in a broader sense (to include indirect effects) and to establish the obligation to revise previous measures in light of the new law.

The final draft document prepared by Mesa 3 was submitted to the various Andean organizations\(^9\) so as to give them a chance to add their own comments to it. These organizations welcomed the draft proposal. They placed special emphasis on the fact that the term “indigenous peoples” should include peasant communities as well as people living in voluntary isolation. They also stressed the need to make agreements reached during consultation processes legally binding, and that the state institution(s) responsible for carrying out these processes would have to be autonomous and impartial (AIDESEP et al. 2010). The more detailed draft law was submitted to Congress on 9 April 2010.

After heated discussions between the governing party and the opposition about the right to veto and the obligation to reach consensus in Congress, the consultation law was finally passed on 19 May 2010. However, with its 20 articles it was a much shorter version than the one submitted by Mesa 3. Within the legislative branch, the Commission on Constitutional Issues – dominated by close representatives of the government – led the debates, thereby displacing the role of the Commission for Andean, Amazonian and Afro-Peruvian Peoples, Environment and Ecology (CPAAAAE), which was more sympathetic to the indigenous proposal. The adopted text did not include all of the agreements reached in Mesa 3. Moreover, regarding nearly all of the contested issues, the government’s allies either imposed their own vision or the respective provisions were kept vague and central questions were thus left open to further interpretation. These unresolved disputes reemerged during the meta-consultation on the regulating norm of the consultation law. Despite the limited nature of the law adopted by Congress, at the time the Amazonian and Andean indigenous organizations still advocated for its rapid promulgation (AIDESEP et al. 21 May 2010).

The Peruvian president, however, vetoed the law and sent it back to Congress on 21 June 2010 with a list of objections. He wanted the law to clearly indicate that “national interests” was the single most important criterion for governmental decisions and argued that the peasant communities of the Andes and the coastal region should not be granted the right to

\(^8\) The Confederation of Amazonian Nationalities of Peru (CONAP) split from the AIDESEP in 1987, and is known for its more government- and business-friendly position.

\(^9\) The participating organizations from the Andes were the National Agrarian Confederation (CNA), the Peasant Confederation of Peru (CCP) and the National Coordinator of Communities Affected by Mining (CONACAMI).
prior consultation because he did not consider them to be indigenous. Furthermore, he stated that only communities with registered land titles should be consulted (Presidente de la República del Perú 21 June 2010). These objections caused new protests to erupt in October and December of 2010.\textsuperscript{10}

The consultation law was not debated again in Congress under President García’s government, but it remained a crucial issue in public discourses. This was even more so the case when the first prelegislative consultation process regarding the new forestry law was carried out, which subsequently led to the outbreak of new indigenous protests shortly before the change of government in July 2011.

\textit{...Finally Leading to Peru’s Consultation Legislation}

In September 2011, Peru’s new president, Ollanta Humala, promulgated the consultation law (No. 29785). Prior to this, Congress had unanimously adopted the law. The aforementioned indigenous organizations were not invited to review it again. Shortly after the law’s promulgation, however, Humala’s government carried out a consultation on its regulating norm.

It should be noted that this meta-consultation was designed to signal the government’s willingness to enter into discussions with the indigenous and peasant organizations, a step that was positively received by them. It also gave the participating organizations the possibility to offer their views, strengthen alliances and construct shared claims. For example, five of the invited institutions (AIDESEP, CCP, CNA, CONACAMI and ONAMIAP\textsuperscript{11}) formed the “Unity Pact.” With the help of Peruvian experts they formulated a document that included the “minimal principles” that should be the guidelines for the new legislation on prior consultation (Pacto de Unidad 2011). Beyond this issue, they also formulated joint claims – for example, for the reform of state institutions and the convocation of a Constituent Assembly in order to transform indigenous peoples and their rights into an integral part of the state and its constitution. The process was, though, characterized by serious deficiencies and difficulties – ones which are likely to hinder future consultations as well. In particular, the formulation of the regulating norm had a unilateral and asymmetrical character. This became clear from the composition of the participants and the proceedings, both of which had not been jointly established, but rather imposed by the state.

On 22 November 2011 a multisectorial commission was installed with the task of formulating a regulating norm for the consultation law. On the same day, the Vice Ministry of Intercultural Affairs presented a draft version of this norm. The commission was initially comprised of

\textsuperscript{10} Meanwhile, the disputes also reverberated in the judicial field as the repertoire of the indigenous movement’s contentious politics also included lawsuits – the most institutionalized form of contention (Tilly and Tarrow 2007: 18). The constitutional court declared, in a remarkable decision on several of the contested decrees on 9 June 2010, that the nonexistence of a Peruvian consultation law did not justify the nonapplication of prior consultations (Sentencia 022-2009, Tribunal Constitucional 9 June 2010). On 30 June 2010 the court even directly requested that Congress approve the consultation law as soon as possible (Tribunal Constitucional 30 June 2010).
\textsuperscript{11} National Organization of Andean and Amazonian Women of Peru (ONAMIAP).
a total of 16 vice ministries and six indigenous and peasant organizations possessing national reach. Among the indigenous organizations represented were the two Amazonian indigenous organizations AIDESEP and CONAP, the women’s organization ONAMIAP, and the three Andean indigenous and peasant organizations CONACAMI, CNA and CCP. The composition of the multisectorial commission was criticized due to the imbalance between state and indigenous representatives. Moreover, some organizations operating at the regional and local levels raised complaints about their exclusion from the process.12

On 9 January 2012 the participating organizations were informed about the future schedule. A process of “internal deliberation” comprised of six regional meetings of two days duration each was to be subsequently held and then followed by a national meeting in Lima during 13–15 February 2012 (see CNDDHH 2012). The information on the consultation law and its regulating norm was only distributed among the participants of the diverse meetings at the beginning of each event; therefore, they did not have prior opportunity to become informed about, and to reflect thoroughly upon, the issues at stake.

The ombudsperson, a representative of the ILO, the National Coordinating Committee for Human Rights (CNDDHH) and a few representatives from nongovernmental organizations as well as some academics (generally allowed to attend with permission from the indigenous organizations) all participated in the meetings as observers. The final negotiations within the multisectorial commission were no longer open for attendance to members of the public. In general, the consultation had a low profile and had almost no national or international press coverage. Additionally, the final national meeting commenced in a cottage far from Lima city center – the exact location of which had not been publicly announced beforehand. After the vehement criticism voiced by the participants regarding the inappropriate choice of location – on the basis of its inaccessibility and the lack of technological equipment and necessary infrastructure available – the site was changed to a school situated closer to the city center.

More subtle mechanisms reinforcing the asymmetrical character of proceedings could also be observed. For example, the predominant language style within the meetings was rather technical and legalistic, ensuring that the conditions for a genuine intercultural dialogue – one characterized by diverse communication repertoires, knowledge forms, values and logics – were definitely not in place. The indigenous and peasant representatives generally harked back to legal arguments in order to validate their points of view. It is questionable whether they would have been taken seriously if they had brought forward radically different perspectives.

At the end of the national meeting in Lima, the AIDESEP, CONACAMI, CNA and ONAMIAP all publicly declared that they were not willing to continue participating in the multisectorial commission as long as the consultation law was not modified or replaced (see

12 For example, the Union of Aymara Communities (UNCA) and the National Federation of Women Farmers, Artisans, Indigenous, Native and Salaried Women from Peru (FEMUCARINAP). These organizations were not invited to the six regional meetings, but they did participate in the final meeting in Lima.
AIDESEP et al. 2012). This final decision was unsurprising, as this standpoint had already been clearly expressed in all former subnational meetings. Such a position was justified by stating that the consultation law did not fully incorporate the proposals from Mesa 3, that it had not been discussed in an adequate manner with the indigenous peoples and that it would set standards for prior consultation that were below those established by ILO C169 (ibid.). The invited organizations also lost their initial hope that the regulating norm would adjust the deficiencies in the consultation law. Only two organizations decided that they would continue to be part of these negotiations: the CONAP and the CCP.13

The multisectorial commission – now composed of 18 vice ministries14 and 2 indigenous organizations – met six more times, between 17 and 29 February 2012. This meant that the participants of the meeting in Lima only had two days at their disposal in which they could engage in information sharing, dialogue and consultation with their organizational bases. During the meetings of the multisectorial commission some agreements, at least, were established; the government selected a few of the critiques of the consultation law and took them into account in the crafting of the regulating norm.15

The final version of the norm was, however, only partly characterized by reached agreements and compromises. At the end of the multisectorial meetings, 28 points of disagreement remained unresolved. On 24 of these points the executive ultimately imposed its own vision. Among them were those disagreements that had already emerged regarding the consultation law, as outlined above. However, worse was to come: In violation of the consultation law that stipulated that agreements achieved as a result of these consultations were legally binding, the various ministries did not incorporate all of the reached agreements of the multisectorial commission into the regulating norm. Moreover, after the disbanding of the multisectorial commission, 13 new provisions were introduced into the regulating norm that had not been previously discussed with the participating organizations (CNDDHH 2012). In fact, some of these openly contradicted the demands of the consulted organizations – such as a few of the Unity Pact’s “minimal principles.”

13 The CONAP’s representative expressed the organization’s consensus that the consultation law was not perfect, but that they would still try to craft a regulating norm to enrich and further develop it. The CCP’s decision was taken to support the formulation of the regulating norm and, subsequently, to strive for some modifications of the consultation law.
14 Two additional vice ministries had subsequently decided to join the process.
15 For example, the regulating norm not only refers to ILO C169, but also to UNDRIP – it contains articles that address the protection of indigenous peoples living in voluntary isolation and paragraphs about benefit sharing. In addition, more provisions on the protection of the collective rights of indigenous peoples were introduced into the regulating norm than into the consultation law itself. While the consultation law did not recognize the right to FPIC, the regulating norm at least established the obligation to reach consent with local populations in cases where the resettlement or disposal of hazardous waste on indigenous territories was planned.
3 Contestations over the Content of the New Consultation Legislation

The consultation law (No. 29785) was almost identical to the bill that had been rejected one year previously by President García. It contained 20 articles and four final complementary dispositions. Its regulating norm was published on 3 April 2012, containing 30 articles and 16 complementary, transitory and final dispositions. In contrast to the former situation, wherein prior consultations were never implemented, the new consultation legislation might potentially lead to certain improvements. It has, at least, clarified responsibilities, specified the procedures to be followed and defined some minimal standards that these proceedings should fulfill. Previously, prior consultations were either entirely absent or information-only events were held (frequently arranged by the companies themselves); these did not ensure that the expressed indigenous perspectives were taken into account, nor has the documentation from these events been made publicly accessible. Nevertheless, comprehensive critiques of the specific content of the new consultation legislation have been expressed by the indigenous and peasant organizations, which will be briefly summarized here.

The consulted organizations repudiated in particular the following articles of the consultation law, and advocated their modification: Articles 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 15 and 19, as well as the first and second final complementary dispositions. We will not deal with each of these items individually, but rather discuss them in the context of the most contested topics concerning the new consultation legislation.

Regarding the consultation subject – namely, the peasant or Andean communities and the native or Amazonian communities – subjective and objective identification criteria were established in Article 7 of the consultation law. The indigenous organizations opposed the list of objective criteria\(^\text{16}\) defined by national law, as these criteria were more stringent than the ones established in ILO C169. They feared that this definition could be used to deprive certain groups of the right to prior consultation. Despite the fact that the regulating norm attenuated this risk by stating\(^\text{17}\) that Article 7 of the law should be interpreted according to ILO C169, the indigenous organizations have insisted on its modification.

Regarding the consultation objects, Article 2 of the Prior Consultation Law stated that all measures that directly affect indigenous peoples must be subject to prior consultation. The regulating norm affirmed this interpretation of “affectation” in its Article 3b. The indigenous organizations claimed that the consultation objects should be expanded to include those measures that indirectly affect indigenous peoples as well. While this distinction seems to be only a formal one, its practical meaning can only be understood when taking into account the fact that many previous legal and political contestations over the deprivation of the right to consultation were related to the very narrow definitions of the term “affectation.” Thereby, groups that were affected by specific measures were excluded, while other groups – often

\(^{16}\) Descent from original populations, close ties to their historical territory, own institutions, customs and cultural patterns and ways of life that are distinct from those of the “national population.”

\(^{17}\) In Article 3k.
those with a more sympathetic view about the planned measures – were invited to participate in dialogues (see Alayza Moncloa 2007; Gustafsson 2012). The argument that a specific legislative or administrative measure would not affect indigenous communities has also repeatedly been posited by state entities and companies as a way to avoid their consultation obligation. Moreover, much to the discontent of the indigenous organizations, the consultation law (second final disposition) declared that those measures adopted prior to its promulgation would not be revised in light of the new legal norm.

The state institutions responsible for carrying out prior consultation are the ones that are in charge of each respective measure (e.g., the Ministry of Energy and Mines and new mining projects). Additionally, the specialized institution of the executive branch on indigenous issues is supposed to support all consultations by coordinating state policies, assisting the responsible institutions and the indigenous peoples, creating a database on indigenous peoples and their representative institutions, providing a register of official facilitators and translators, and registering the results of the procedures (Article 19 of the Prior Consultation Law). In its first final disposition, the law declares the Vice Ministry of Intercultural Affairs as the specialized state institution on indigenous peoples. The indigenous organizations have opposed this solution because, first, they demand that the responsible entity for indigenous issues should have the rank of a ministry, and, second, because this entity currently does not employ any representatives from indigenous communities. Furthermore, the consultation legislation only explicitly mentioned the obligation of the executive branch to consult; it did not regulate consultation on legislative issues.

According to Article 8 of the Prior Consultation Law, the phases of a consultation procedure should be the identification of the measures and the peoples to be consulted, the announcement of the planned measures and the dissemination of relevant information, internal evaluation within indigenous organizations and institutions, intercultural dialogue between the state and indigenous representatives, and the final decision to be taken. The law established that the indigenous peoples should participate through their representative institutions and organizations, elected in accordance with their own customs (usos y costumbres). If necessary, registered translators should be involved in the procedure. The regulating norm further stipulated that problems of accessibility should be taken into account. Moreover, it is worth mentioning that the Peruvian regulating norm is the first one in Latin America to date that maintains a focus on gender equality throughout the entire document. However, to the great dismay of the indigenous organizations, the established proceedings within the new consultation legislation were characterized by many unilateral elements, which are likely to contribute to further asymmetrical consultation constellations in future. For example, no pre-consultative phase for the joint planning of the consultation procedure – as foreseen within the proposal of Mesa 3 – was made obligatory. Instead of a joint planning process, the regu-

---

lating norm stipulated that the entity in charge should pass the consultation plan over to the communities engaged. Essentially, the entity in charge can thus design the process unilaterally because there are no provisions for the indigenous representatives to criticize the consultation plan or for the Vice Ministry of Intercultural Affairs to revise it. In addition, it is the state that not only decides which measures affect indigenous peoples, but also maintains a database on indigenous populations and their organizations.

Time limits were among the provisions introduced as part of the regulating norm, after the disbanding of the multisectorial commission. The whole consultation process can last for up to a maximum of 120 days (30–60 days information phase, 30 days internal deliberation, and 30 days dialogue phase). The indigenous organizations would have preferred a more flexible scheme, one designed according to the circumstances of each locality and particular to each planned measure. Moreover, without prior discussion within the multisectorial commission, the regulating norm introduced new provisions that emphasized the role of the representatives of the indigenous peoples at the expense of their representative institutions. This change was contrary to the proposal made by the Unity Pact, which emphasized in its document on the claimed minimal principles of the consultation legislation process that “decisions will only be valid when taken by assemblies that guarantee broad, free and informed participation” (Pacto de Unidad 2011: 2). In the same vein and without prior discussion, the executive introduced Article 27.3, which stipulated that only the representative organizations within the geographic area affected by the planned measure were to be consulted. In a situation where the communities engaged appealed against an ongoing consultation process, the multisectorial commission had originally agreed that the consultation would be suspended until the dispute had been resolved. However, this agreement was nullified by the executive, and the adopted regulating norm stipulated the opposite in Article 9.2: “The appeal […] does not have a suspensory effect.”

Concerning the final decision, the law (Article 15) and its regulating norm (Article 1.5) established that reached agreements were binding. The credibility of this stipulation is questionable, though, particularly since it had already been violated during the process of consultation on the regulating norm. The legislation also established that each consultation case would be registered in a public document listing both the agreements and disagreements. It should be signed both by the promoting entity as well as the representatives of the consulted indigenous peoples. The guarantee of public accessibility to these reports promises to be an important advance beyond the current situation, which is characterized by a lack of transparency about the implemented consultation procedures and their results. In case no agreement on the planned measure can be reached within the consultation process, the consultation law and its regulating norm both established that the lead state entity would take the final decision. This decision should be sufficiently justified in order to guarantee the protection of the human rights of the people involved and balance the diverse interests at stake (Article 15 of the Prior Consultation Law and Article 23 of the regulating norm). The indigenous organizations have, though, understandable doubts about whether this will actually
happen. These suspicions are related to their perception of hostile state institutions and to many of their previous experiences that were contrary to such promises.

The document on the “minimal principles” of the Unity Pact underscored that prior consultations must not take place when the planned measure would undermine the rights of the affected groups or persons. It also hypothesized situations in which not only the prior consultation but also the FPIC of the consulted groups should be made obligatory, among them military activities and projects that would negatively affect sources of subsistence or indigenous property rights. The indigenous vision shines through this document, demonstrating that they see consultations as mechanisms not only for enabling them to participate and be heard, but also for achieving actual material improvements under the ambit of securing their human rights and of guaranteeing their share of the benefits of planned projects. As yet, not many of these “minimal principles” have been incorporated into the new regulating norm – only some extenuated fragments of them. This was one of the main reasons for its ultimate rejection by the Unity Pact, and thus might represent a major obstacle to its future implementation.
### Table 1: Consultation Legislation and its Main Critiques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prior Consultation Law No. 29785</th>
<th>Consultation Subject</th>
<th>Consultation Object</th>
<th>Responsible State Institutions</th>
<th>Consultation Procedure</th>
<th>Final Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Article 7: Andean or peasant and Amazon or native communities; objective criteria: direct descent from aboriginal populations, close connections with traditional territory, own institutions and customs, different culture and ways of life; subjective criteria: self-identification</td>
<td>Art. 2: legislative and administrative measures as well as plans, programs and projects for national and regional development that directly affect collective rights</td>
<td>Art. 17: promoting entity of planned measure in charge of implementing consultations</td>
<td>Arts. 8–16: identify measures and affected groups, complete information, internal evaluation of affected populations, dialogue with state entities, decision-making, support of registered translators</td>
<td>Art. 15: Reached agreements are binding. When no agreement is reached, the final decision will be taken by the competent authority; it must be properly justified and include an evaluation of expected impacts on collective human rights.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article 3k: Established criteria in Art. 7 of the law should be interpreted according to Art. 1 of the ILO C169. Art. 5c: consultations with representatives of directly affected indigenous peoples Art. 3i: Representative organizations from the geographic area affected by planned measure will be consulted.</td>
<td>Art. 2.1: administrative measures from executive Art. 3b: measures that would change the legal situation or exercising of collective indigenous rights</td>
<td>Article 3g: The promoting entity of the planned measure is responsible for consultations (in the case of legislative decrees, the Presidency of Ministerial Council; in the case of administrative measures, ministries, regional and local governments).</td>
<td>Arts. 14–26: The promoting entity: can organize the preparatory meeting and must hand over the consultation plan. The maximum consultation duration is 120 days.</td>
<td><strong>Arts. 5e and 23:</strong> When no agreement or consensus can be reached, the promoting entities are entitled to adopt the measure; they should assume all necessary measures for protecting indigenous rights.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main Critique from Indigenous and Peasant Organizations</td>
<td>Consultations should also be carried out on measures that have indirect effects. Previous measures should be revised.</td>
<td>Responsible entity for implementing consultations should be the specialized entity on indigenous issues, with ministerial rank and indigenous representatives therein. Provisions on how the legislative branch should enact consultation are missing.</td>
<td>A preconsultative phase should be obligatory. The time frame for it should be more flexible. The design of the consultation process should be less unilateral.</td>
<td>There are doubts that the responsible state institutions will protect human rights and justly balance diverse interests. The consultation legislation should list situations in which the FPIC of the affected communities is necessary.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s compilation.
4 Unresolved Tensions and Starting Points for Conflict Resolution

The analyses of both the formulation and the content of the new consultation legislation, as well as the respective contestations of it, reveal divergent views regarding state–indigenous relations, desired development paths and legitimate forms of participation and decision making. Despite some steps having been taken towards the institutionalization of the right to prior consultation, important unresolved tensions remain. The legal-institutional design of prior consultation is still highly contested, and the absence of a consensus on the ground rules will further exacerbate social conflicts in the future. Consequently, prior consultation will probably not be a tool for conflict resolution but will instead increasingly harbor the potential to fuel conflicts. It is, therefore, to be expected that in future consultations, disputes about their design and implementation will hinder deliberations on the planned measures – despite them being the actual objects of consultation.

A first step for implementing effective prior consultations should be to set up a widely accepted framework for their institutionalization. Based on our case study, we argue that the legal framework should prepare the ground for the enablement of at least three interdependent necessary conditions. The first one focuses on the institutional dimension, the second on the procedural and social practice dimensions and, finally, the third on the final decision-making and substantive dimensions (the outcomes) of prior consultations. We are aware that the existence of these conditions is not only reliant on appropriate legislation; yet, their creation will of course be more unlikely if legislation is in place that undermines them.

Accepted instruments of conflict prevention and resolution are especially needed in the context of resource extraction. As in neighboring Bolivia and Ecuador, it can be expected that the Peruvian government will continue to prioritize extractive industries over alternative or local development pathways. Even if Humala’s government were to move towards a model of neoextractivism in future – which would be characterized by greater state control of extractive industries, nationalization and the proliferation of social policies (see Gudynas 2010; Hogenboom 2012) – this would not necessarily reduce the existing tensions between extractive industries on the one hand and environmental concerns and indigenous aspirations for control of their territories on the other. Thus, whether and to what extent it will be possible for prior consultation to open the door to the formulation of joint development visions and practices – implying power-sharing and open outcomes – will not least depend on the processes and impacts of future contestations.

4.1 Impartial Responsible State Institutions

During the episodes of contentious politics that finally led to the adoption of the new consultation, legislation critiques of current state institutions – perceived as biased toward corporation interests and hostile to indigenous ones – came to light. The demand for the reform of state institutions so as to enhance their representativeness concerning indigenous peoples and their perspectives was a core issue within Mesa 3 as well as during the meta-consultation on
the regulating norm of the consultation law. As prior consultations should not only provide protection for the human rights of those that might be affected by the planned measure(s) but also justly balance the diverse interests involved, it was a key priority for indigenous organizations in Peru that the entity in charge of implementing them should be impartial.

Thus, they claimed that the state entity specializing in indigenous issues should be responsible for prior consultations and not – as was foreseen by the new consultation legislation – the promoting entity. With good cause, they expect the latter to be liable to simply press ahead with the planned measure. Moreover, according to these indigenous organizations, the specialized entity should be upgraded to a ministry and incorporate their representatives into its team. The government has, however, not taken this claim into account and has instead continued to insist that the promoting entity is to be the responsible state institution.

Moreover, regarding future consultations on planned extractive projects, it is not only the entity in charge of implementing consultations that is perceived as being biased, but also the obligatory environmental impact assessments (EIAs) that are carried – these are ordered and paid for by the corporations themselves; furthermore, it is the Ministry of Mines and Energy that oversees them and not the Environment Ministry. So long as it exists, this inapt constellation will probably continue to reinforce the widespread perception that corporate and state interests are intermingled in Peru – and that the influence of corporations on state institutions is extremely high (see Arellano Yanguas 2011b; Gustafsson 2012).

Evidently, the unaltered, widespread indigenous perception of adversarial state institutions will not be helpful for the implementation of effective consultations in future. It is to be expected that the absence of an impartial responsible institution will cause greater suspicion, mistrust and feelings of exclusion on the part of the communities consulted. These perceptions also go hand-in-hand with serious (violent) conflict potential. This finding is supported by the research that has been hitherto undertaken on deliberative processes. Many such theorists argue that one basic condition for enabling just deliberative processes is the existence of a mediating entity, one which is perceived as legitimate, impartial and accepted by all of the actors involved (e.g., Bohman 1996). Peru’s institutional design concerning prior consultation is, as it stands, certainly not the most appropriate for the fulfillment of this requirement.

When arguing for the need for impartial institutions to be put in charge of implementing prior consultations, we do not, however, have the creation of a homogenous, neutral state in mind. Rather, we prefer a disaggregated view of the state so as to understand the complex relations of power at play within and between the various state actors and institutions that shape policies and decision-making processes. According to this perspective, our case study has shown that within the Peruvian state there has been, until now, considerable diversity among individual actors and groups more or less sympathetic towards indigenous claims – for example, in the different commissions within the legislative branch, within the different political parties and within different ministries. Thus, instead of aiming to eliminate such varieties and power relations, we believe that the aim should rather be to correct the existing imbalances in the consultation process.
Without advocating institutional transplants from one context to another – as we believe that institutional designs should be context-sensitive – it is nevertheless worth mentioning that an interdisciplinary team located within the Colombian Ministry of the Interior has been created that is responsible for implementing prior consultations. In contrast to the current situation in Peru, this institution is definitely more likely to be perceived as impartial and, hence, to enjoy greater legitimacy.

4.2 Measures Reducing Power Asymmetries

In our case study on indigenous participation in the formulation of Peruvian prior consultation legislation, we have shown that one of the main reasons for the discontent of the participants is its unilateral and asymmetrical character. The participants were selected by the executive and the proceedings were not conducted in a way that the Peruvian indigenous and peasant organizations agreed with. The procedure was characterized by time pressure, the relevant information was handed over to the participants only shortly before the meetings began and the whole process neither allowed for comprehensive internal deliberations within the participating organizations nor for genuine intercultural dialogue. It is likely that future consultations will proceed in a similar manner, and thereby cause anger, discontent and exacerbated conflicts between the state and the local populations – as well as within the affected groups themselves.

With regard to consultations about planned extractive projects at the local level, we can expect that the unilateral and asymmetrical character will be even more accentuated. In contrast to the analyzed style of consultation at the national level, the involved representative institutions in these localized cases will tend to be weaker – for instance, even less access to information, communication media and national and international allies as well as even more limited financial resources. Moreover, critical observers who could counteract the existing power asymmetries and help to create greater procedural transparency (such as the ombuds-person, personnel from the ILO, academics and representatives from nongovernmental organizations) will not be present during most of these processes.

We have also shown that the new consultation legislation itself contains many provisions that endorse asymmetrical consultation constellations rather than mitigate them (e.g., the decree that the responsible state institutions decide who and how to consult). In a similar vein, the provision that the representatives of the affected populations and not their representative institutions will be consulted, and that only those organizations within the affected area will be taken into account, have also contributed to this imbalance. This latter stipulation might leave weak local populations unprotected as they will not negotiate in tandem with the regional or national organizations with which they are affiliated. It is likely that stronger and more unified organizations would be able to better use future consultations to achieve their objectives, while the ones that are weaker and/or more fragmented will be worse-off. This is particularly relevant when taking into account the logic behind prior consultations and FPIC,
which argues that it is especially those groups in society who are marginalized and underrepresented in politics who should have a say with regard to the decisions that affect them.

The challenge to create more egalitarian deliberation arenas between markedly unequal actors (at least with regard to their economic and political power) as a basic necessary condition for meaningful consultation is not unique to Peru either; it has also been identified by several other scholars working on indigenous participation elsewhere in Latin America (Rodríguez Garavito 2010; Rodríguez Garavito and Orduz Salinas 2012; Szablowski 2010). As Arellano-Yanguas explains, the conflict risk is particularly accentuated when biased state institutions intersect with great power asymmetries:

Why do communities choose contentious politics as a strategy? The short answer is that they perceive this as the only means left open to them if they are to negotiate on a more or less equal footing with companies. This perception is fostered by the clear asymmetry of power between communities and companies, and the widespread public suspicion of collusion between the state and the mining companies.

(Arellano-Yanguas 2012: 100)

To do justice to the new consultation legislation, we want to again mention that some of the articles enclosed in the new regulating norm are indeed likely to actually improve the consultation process. They include some important measures that counterweight power asymmetries, such as the inclusion of facilitators and translators in the consultation process, logistical support for internal deliberations about the planned measures, the stipulation that official reports about the consultations and their outcomes will be openly accessible, and the explicit ambition to support the participation of vulnerable groups from within local populations (e.g., women, elderly persons, children and persons with disabilities). These provisions will not, though, be sufficient for the creation of the necessary conditions for dialogue to take place on an equal footing.

In several case studies additional mechanisms have shown to be helpful for reducing any power asymmetries within consultations. Among them are the participation of regional or national indigenous organizations aside from the local ones, specialized consultants and experts selected by the affected groups, sufficient economic resources and time for making internal deliberation processes possible, the circulation of complete and fully comprehensible relevant information, the strengthening of the intercultural character of the dialogue, cooperation with researchers and nongovernmental organizations, and access to media coverage (Rodríguez Garavito and Orduz Salinas 2012; Schilling-Vacaflor 2012; Bascopé Sanjines 2010). With this in mind, we believe that it is urgently important to systematically foster – by legal and sociopolitical means – a wide variety of such practices so as to make consultations more equitable and transparent.
4.3 Joint and Binding Decisions

In our analysis of the elaboration of the new Peruvian prior consultation legislation we found that the actual influence exerted by the consulted groups on the outcome (the content of the law and the regulating norm) was very limited. The fact that many of their claims and interests were excluded from the texts caused anger and disappointment as well as the rejection of the legal norms, which were perceived as being imposed by the state. What was definitely missing was any attempt on the part of the state to find genuine compromises and mutually acceptable solutions to the disagreements that came to light. This way of proceeding is inherently risky; as our case study has shown, unresolved conflicts are consequently only postponed and thus certainly not resolved. Furthermore, the government has gravely violated the consultations law’s stipulation that agreements reached during a consultation process are legally binding. Not all agreements from Mesa 3 were incorporated into the consultation law, while at the end of the meta-consultation on the regulating norm some of the agreements reached were even changed so as to have a contrary meaning.

A stark illustration of the fatal consequences arising from the government’s lack of will with regard to dialogue and to finding compromises is the Baguazo, a conflict that only escalated in such a brutal fashion after a long period during which García’s government failed to address the causes behind the protests and even mocked and repressed the dissidents. Hence, it is doubtful whether the reluctance of Humala’s government to revise the concessions and extractive projects already in place with regard to their socioenvironmental impacts and to remedy the lack of prior consultation will be favorable for promoting peace in the long term.

In fact, the final decision – and, thus, the effect of consultation – is the most contested issue as regards prior consultation. This reality already became clear during the discussions that occurred within the United Nations General Assembly on the UNDRIP, when several states strongly opposed indigenous rights to self-determination and to FPIC. The issue at stake here is whether the affected groups must only be consulted, without them actually having any real decision-making power, or whether the consultations should be consequential – meaning that they play a decisive role in shaping state policies and legislation. The vetoing states generally emphasize their sovereign role in governance, which they do not want to see threatened by any external or internal actors. As a consequence, indigenous aspirations to self-determined development are frequently trumped by so-called “national interests.” In contrast, indigenous groups and local communities tend to argue that their rights are non-negotiable and that a just process in which diverse interests within the state are balanced should be the basis for defining of what constitutes “national interests.” They state that this important decision should not simply be transferred to the government.

We believe that three prerequisites in particular are necessary for improving consultation practices:
1) the enshrinement of the principle that established agreements are legally binding (which has been violated in the investigated cases);
2) that it is not enough only to uncover and highlight existing agreements and disagreements, but that there should be a real effort made to find viable solutions to the most conflictive issues (e.g., by recurring to mediation and deliberation); and
3) that human rights are not negotiable and as such the unlimited expansion of extractive industries should be restricted so as to protect these rights.

We feel that compliance with these standards would not only be fruitful for the state’s enhanced legitimacy and governability, but could also help to prevent the outbreak of future conflicts.

Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that in the various socioenvironmental conflicts that have occurred around the globe the demand for the implementation of prior consultations has, in general, not been expressed only for its own sake. Rather, it has been conceived of as a channel for resolving significant underlying problems – for example with regard to environmental pollution or benefit sharing. Thus, it is clear that in contexts that are characterized by great social inequality and in which human rights and environmental standards are not firmly set in place – the violation of which are exacerbated by the almost unlimited expansion of extractive industries – the consultation procedure alone will not be able to transform or prevent social conflicts. Rather, these deeply entrenched problems must also be simultaneously addressed. Indeed, the demand for prior consultation can be helpful as a way to bring these underlying issues to the surface and to create the possibility of finding nonviolent, joint solutions to them.

5 Conclusion

The adoption of a new consultation law in Peru in September 2011 – without precedent in Latin America – was the result of the contentious politics of the past few years and the change of government that occurred in 2011. The Peruvian indigenous movement – previously thought of internationally as being weak – was strengthened by processes of collective mobilization and transformed into an important political actor, albeit only temporarily. Indigenous mobilizations were successful in many respects. In particular, they achieved the promulgation of the desired consultation law and they brought the issue of indigenous peoples’ rights (e.g., the right to prior consultation and to FPIC) and an array of related grievances to the political agenda as well as the public and media spheres. Nevertheless, the participatory formulation of the new prior consultation legislation was subject to harsh criticism by indigenous groups, whose influence on the resulting norms has, in reality, remained limited. This is due to a political context that has in many ways continued to be unfavorable to indigenous peoples. Particularly significant in this regard has been the ongoing orientation of the Peruvian government toward extractive industries, its conceptualization of a weak version of the right to prior
consultation and the lack of strong state institutions that defend environmental and human rights. The new consultation legislation in Peru, despite being passed, is still highly contested by the various indigenous organizations who perceive it as being both deficient and imposed by the state.

In accordance with the findings of Arellano-Yanguas, our case study has shown that “the institutional change induced by conflict is neither necessarily successful nor always conducive to the further improvement of policy” (2012: 104). We argue that the nonacceptance of the normative framework and the lack of important basic conditions are the reasons why prior consultations cannot – at least as yet – be an effective tool for conflict prevention or resolution in Peru. While the core claims of the indigenous and peasant organizations can be temporarily displaced, they cannot be permanently silenced. Rather, the unresolved tensions about the design and implementation of the consultation process are likely to reemerge in future consultations and will probably even contribute to a growing number of violent conflicts. Based on our Peruvian case study, we have both identified the core tensions and suggested three premises for conflict resolution:

1) the creation of impartial responsible state institutions,
2) the implementation of measures to countervail power asymmetries, and
3) joint decision-making processes that result in legally binding agreements.

We are convinced that solutions promoted solely through legal channels will fall short of guaranteeing meaningful prior consultation in practice, thus meaning that it will fail to live up to its potential to function as a tool for conflict resolution. In reality, the institutional dimension, the procedural/social practice dimension and the substantive dimension must all be simultaneously addressed in order for sustainable and lasting solutions to be provided.

Future investigations on prior consultation and FPIC will have to keep all of these aspects in mind. We hope that our study will inspire prospective research agendas and also enhance their ability to deliver new insights and to jointly elaborate innovative approaches to the common problems that exist throughout Latin America. That said, the goal should not be to devise universal and formulaic recipes for designing and implementing consultation procedures, as a wide range of context- and culture-sensitive legal and practical solutions that guarantee the right to prior consultation and to FPIC must be sought.

Socioenvironmental and sociolegal conflicts over prior consultations and FPIC are not likely to disappear in the near future. Instead, recent developments suggest that they will actually further grow in both number and intensity. In the context of the urgent need to democratically address these conflicts, the proper implementation of meaningful consultation represents a powerful tool for conflict resolution. Prior consultation can result in significant benefits; it also bears serious risks, particularly when carried out in a substandard manner. We hope that our study contributes to a better understanding of these potential risks as well as to the creation of impetus for more sustainable conflict resolution strategies – which might just be the beginning of genuine intercultural dialogue.
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